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Modal control has often been proposed as a way to design stabilizing low-order 
controllers for distributed parameter systems (DPS). However, it is well known that 
such controllers, designed from a reduced-order modal model, do not necessarily 
stabilize the actual DPS. In this paper, we prove that exponential closed-loop 
stability can always be achieved by the addition of a residual mode Iilter of 
sufficiently large dimension. 0 1988 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
To meet stringent requirements for high performance operation, many 
engineering systems of current interest must be modeled by partial differen- 
tial equations. These systems are examples of distributed parameter systems 
(DPS) which have dynamic realizations on infinite-dimensional spaces. 
There is no guarantee that a finite-dimensional controller can always 
produce closed-loop exponential stability with a given DPS; consequently, 
this is a fundamental issue for DPS feedback control. 
For linear modal (or spectral) systems, this question has been answered 
positively, in a number of papers [l-4]. In fact, in [4], we have also 
shown it for a restricted class of nonmodal systems. In this paper, we 
present a very straightforward and (we think) intuitively pleasing proof 
that linear modal DPS, which model typical engineering systems, can 
always be exponentially stabilized by finite-dimensional controllers, as long 
as the original DPS is stabilizable and detectable. This result separates the 
controller into two independent parts: 
(a) a feedback controller which stabilizes the finite number of 
unstable modes and 
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(b) a residual mode filter which counteracts observation spillover. 
It has been shown in a number of examples, e.g., [S], that part (a) alone 
will not necessarily produce closed-loop stability; hence, part (b) is an 
essential piece of the controller design. This form of the controller has been 
revealed in [ 1 ] and as a special case in [4]; however, the proof given here 
is different from both of these references and uses an intuitively simple and 
direct approach. Also, part (a) may be designed by any lumped-parameter 
techniques one may wish to use. 
LINEAR DISTRIBUTED PARAMETER SYSTEMS 
The linear DPS considered in this paper is modeled by 
au(t) - = Au(t) + Bf(t); at u(0) = ug 
y(t) = CL(t); t > 0, 
where the state u(t) lies in an infinite-dimensional Hilbert space H with 
inner product ( ., . ) and corresponding norm II.]I. The signals f( t) and y(t) 
represent he inputs for M linear actuators and the outputs from P linear 
sensors. The input-output operators B and C are closed with finite ranks 
A4 and P, respectively; hence, both B and C are bounded operators and 
have the forms: 
W(t)= : b;fi(t) (2) 
i= I 
and 
y(t) = b,(t)? . ..> YAf)lT 
with 
Yj(l) = (C,? u(t)); l<jGP, (3) 
where bi and cj belong to H. The operator A is a closed, linear, unbounded 
differential operator with domain D(A) dense in H; A generates the 
C,-semigroup U(t) of bounded operators on H for t 2 0. 
Additionally, in this paper we will assume that A is a modal operator; i.e., 
for any u in the D(A), 
Au= f Ak(C, dk) 4k, 
k=l 
(4a) 
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where 1, are the eigenvalues of A with 
RJ, > R,& > R,1, ... (4b) 
and dk are the corresponding eigenfunctions in D(A). These eigenfunctions 
are assumed to form an orthonormal basis for H; hence, the corresponding 
orthogonal projections P, where 
pQv= f (09 4k) 4k (5) 
k=l 
with H, = R(P,) F sp{ bl, . . . . 4,) have the properties 
p,,p,,=p,2p,,=p,2 when Q2 < Q, 
P,A(Z- Pe) = 0 on D(A) 






for all v in D(A). (6d) 
The last property (6d) is true for all v in H due to (6~) and is denoted 
PQ-, ‘I, Q+co. 
The semigroup U(t) generated by A is exponentially stable when 
IlU(t d Me-“‘, 120, (7) 
where A4 >, 1 and ~7 > 0. The DPS with operators (A, B, C) in (1) is 





such that both A + BG and A -KC generate exponentially stable 
C,-semigroups. This is the same as saying that closed-loop exponential 
stability is produced by the infinite-dimensional controller, 
f(t) = GO(t) 
aqt) 
- = LC( t) + Ky( t), at 
where L=A+BG+KC; see [6]. 
To perform model reduction of the DPS (1 ), we let 
v)y = P,v 
OR = P,v, 
(9) 
(10) 
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where H = H, @ H,, H, E H,‘, P, is the orthogonal projection onto 
H,v=s~{~,,..., 4,}, and P, = I- P,. Then, from (1) and (6), we obtain 
au/v(t) -==A,udt)+Biv.f(t) at I 
au,(t) -==ARUR(t)+BRf(f) at 
(lla) 
(lib) 
At) = YN(f) + YR(f)r (llc) 
wherey,(t)=C,u(t),y.(t)=C,u(t),A,=P,AP,, B,=P,B, C,=CP,, 
etc.; for the form of (11) it is critical that (6b) hold; i.e., modal projections 
P, and P, are used. The modal reduced-order model of (1) is given by 
au,(t) - = A,vUdt) + B,vf(f) at 
(12) 
YN(f) = CNUN(f). 
This is an N-dimensional system on H, where dim H, = N and the 
parameters (A,,,, B,, C,) can be identified with their corresponding 
matrices in the basis { 4,) . . . . b,.,}. Consequently, finite-dimensional 
techniques may be used on (12) to obtain stabilizing feedback controllers; 
however, these controllers need not stabilize (1). In later sections, we shall 
show how to modify such controllers so they do produce closed-loop 
exponential stability. 
In [7], it is shown that (A, B, C) exponentially stabilizable and 
detectable is equivalent to the separation of the spectrum of A into a finite 
number of instabilities 1, (i.e., A, in the closed right half of the complex 
plane) and all the rest of the spectrum exponentially stable. This means 
that in (11) we can assume that all the unstable eigenualues of A are 
contained in A, (as well as some stable ones possibly) and A, generates 
the C,-semigroup U,(t) = P, U(t) P, with the property 
II u,(t)11 d MReeoR’, t 20, (13) 
where M, > 1 and oR > 0. This means that the reduced-order model (12) 
contains all of the unstable modes of A. 
DESIGN OF RESIDUAL MODE FILTERS 
In this section, we develop the residual mode filters which can 
approximately cancel the observation spillooer term yR(t) in (11~). Recall 
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that all of the unstable modes of the DPS (1) are contained in 
H,=sp{gl,, . . . . d,} and every 
sP@ N + , , . . . . #N + Q} 
other mode is stable. Let H, s 
and therefore 
H,=H,@H,‘. (14) 
Now the corresponding orthogonal projections P, and P,’ E P, - P, 
satisfy the relationships in (6). 
We define the following Qth-order residual mode filter, 
CR(t) = CQUQW UW 
au,(t) 
-= AQuQ(t) +BQf(t); at uQ(o) =0, 
where A, = PQAPQ, B, = P,B, C, = C,o. Note that (15) is a stable 
Q-dimensional system; in fact, the C,,-semigroup u,(t) generated by the 
finite-dimensional operator A, satisfies 
(1 UQ(t)(( < eeoN+lt; t 3 0, (16) 
where crN+, = - R,AN, 1 > 0. This occurs because the matrix associated 
with A, in the eigenfunction basis {4,,,+, , . . . . q4N+Q} for H, is diagonal 
and all unstable modes of A lie in H,. 
Throughout the rest of this paper we will make use of the following 
fundamental result: 
LEMMA. When v0 is in D(A) and f(t) has continuous first derivative, the 
v(t) given by the weak formulation 
u(t)= U(t)u,+ s ’ U(t-5) Bf((t)dT 0 (17) 
is differentiable and lies in D(A) for t 3 0; moreover, u(t) satisfies (1). 
The proof for this can be found, for example, in [S]. This is the reason 
we will assume u0 is in D(A) in all our following results; it may be possible 
to obtain weak formulations of our results but we will not pursue those 
here. 
We have the following critical result: 
THEOREM 1. Let v. belong to D(A); then the following are true: 
(a) PQvQ(t)=uQ(t); tgo (18a) 
(b) ER= vR - P, v satisfies aER(t) -=&~~(t)+Pp~Bf(t); 
ER(0) = PQ%, at (18b) 
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(cl Ep = PQv - vQ satisfiies 
J&,(f) 
- = A,&Q(t); 
at 
and hence 
Ilt+(t)ll Ge ~n~~+“//t.Ol/ 
(d) eR=yR-.?R=CR(ER+Ep). 
Proof: Consider 
~~(0) = PgvO (18~) 
~=P~=PQ(AQllQ+BQ* at 
=A,vQ+B,f=A,(P,u,)+B,f 
due to Pi = P,. Also PQug(0) = P,(O) = 0; therefore, (a) is proved. Since 
v0 is in D(A), by the lemma we have v(t) in D(A) for t 20 and thus 
$$$- PQ,= A.v,+ BRf- PQ(Av+ Bf) 
=AR(&R+Ppv)-PQAv+(BR-B,)f 
=ARER+P;Bf+(ARPQ-PQA)v. (19) 
Because the projections P, are modal and v(t) is in D(A), we have on 
D(A) 
and hence by (6a), 
AP, = P,A (20) 
ARP,-P,A=P,AP,P,-P,A=P,AP,-P,A 
=P,P,A-P,A=P,A-P,A=O. 
Also &R(O) = ~~(0) - PQuo = (P, - PQ) u. = P~u,. This proves (b). Now, 
from (20), we have on D(A) 
Thus, 
A, = P,AP, = P;A = P,A. (21) 
= PoAv - AQvp = AQu - Aeue = AQ(PQv - vQ) 
= Aa+. 
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Also, so(O) = Pgv,- v&O) = P,v,. This proves (18~) and (18d) follows 
from (16) and the fact that 
&g(t) = U,(t) &Q(O) = U,(t) P,%, 
where P, is orthogonal, i.e., llPell = 1. 
Finally, consider 
eR= y,-j,=C,v,- Covp=CRvR-CQPRVQ 
=C,v,-cC,POVP=CR[vR-PPvO] 
= CRCV, - VQI = CRC&, + Ql, 
which is ( 18e). This follows from (18a) and (6a). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
EXPONENTIAL STABILITY USING STATIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK 
WITH A RESIDUAL MODE FILTER 
For this section alone we assume that the reduced-order model (12) is 
output feedback stabilizable; i.e., there is a gain G, such that 
&=A,+B,G,c, (22) 
is stable; in fact 
lledNrll < MNeuN’; t > 0, (23) 
where M, > 1 and (TV 3 0. Now we consider the modified output feedback 
controller, 
f(t)=Gd.dt)-P,(t)), (24) 
where jR is obtained from a Qth-order residual mode filter (15). Note that, 
from Theorem 1, we have 
f=G,(y,+y,-P,)=G,y,+G,e, 
= G,Y,+ G,&,(E, + ~1. 
Using (25) in closed-loop :ith the DPS (11) yields 
(25) 
Wa) 
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Furthermore, from (18b), we have 
+ P; BG,,,CR~p. 
Now, using (26~) and (18c), we obtain the closed-loop system; 
am,(t) 





is the closed-loop state in H, = H, x HR x HR x HQ and the closed-loop 
system operator is given by 
AN 0 BNGNCR BNGNCR 
A;= BRGNCN A, BRGNCR 
BRGNCR 
P; BG,C, 0 AR+PhBGNCR PkBGNCR 
0 0 0 A, 
Hence, we have the following closed-loop stability result: 
THEOREM 2. When v0 is in D(A), the cfosed-loop system (l), (15), and 
(24) is exponentially stable in H, for sufficiently large Q; i.e., there exists Q0 
such that for all Q 2 Q, 
where Ilw,ll = (llv,l)*+ lluRl12+ I)E,)~*+ ll~~ll~)“~ and M,a 1 is a constant 
(independent of Q) with 
and 
~.~~,-2M,IIP$BII IIGNCIJ ~0 (30) 
a,=min(o,, fsN+l, a,)>O. (31) 
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A”N 0 B&d, B,G,C, 
A,,= B&NC, AR B&z&, B&NCR 
0 0 AR 0   0 A, 1 
and 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
A(Q) = PhBG&, 0 P$BG,C, P;BG& 
0 0 0 0 
Because A,, is a bounded perturbation of 
[ JN 0  A, 0 A, 0A, 0 1 
it generates the C,,-semigroup Uo(t) with the growth property 
II U,(t)11 < MOepbot; t 2 0, (33) 
where (rO is given by (31) and MO > 1 is independent of Q. Note that this 
latter independence of Q follows from (16). 
Let M,= M, and consider application of the perturbation result 
[8, Theorem 10.91 which yields 
gc= 00 - MollA(Q)ll. (34) 
But, 
llA(Q)ll 6W’~Bll IIG,vCII. (35) 
Furthermore, 
IIP$BII G (!, llP~bill’)“*~ (36) 
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where due to (6d) P$ h, + 0 as Q --f r;c. Consequently there exists Q, such 
that for all Q > Q. we have gc. > 0 and hence Theorem 2 is proved. Note 
that the closed-loop stability margin (TV. can be made arbitrarily close to o’. 
in (31) by choosing the dimension Q of the residual mode filter large 
enough. 
EXPONENTIAL STABILITY USING DYNAMIC OUTPUT FEEDBACK 
WITH A RESIDUAL MODE FILTER 
In the previous section, it was assumed that the reduced-order model 
(12) was output feedback stabilizable. Here we will only assume that there 
exist controller gains L,,, L,,, L,,, L,, such that (12) is stabilized by the 
dynamic output feedback controller, 
f(t) = Ll, YN(f) + Lndt) 
(37) 
O(t) = Lx YN(f) + L**q(t); q(O) = 0, 
where dim q = c1< co and yN( t) comes from (12). Note that (37) is the most 
general linear time-invariant &h-order controller which could be used in 
(12) and we are only assuming that such a controller stabilizes the reduced- 
order model ( 12). 
In this section, we show that the DPS (1) is exponentially stabilized by 
the modified controller, 
f(t) = L,, J(t) + L,,dt) 
4(t) = L,, F(t) + J&q(t); q(O) = 0, 
(38) 
where j(t) = y(t) - jR(t) and the signal jR(t) is derived from a Q-dimen- 
sional residual mode filter. This would mean that the c&h-order controller 
could be designed from the reduced-order model data (AN, B,, C,) alone 
and the Qth-order residual mode filter could be separately designed 
and added on to produce a (Q + cr)-order controller which stabilizes the 
DPS (1). 
First, consider the closed-loop consisting of (12) and (37): 
(39) 
4(t) = L,, CNUdf) + L,,q(t). 
We rewrite (39) with G)N = [ p ] as 




L . 22 1 
The assumption that (37) stabilizes (12) means 
Il@q 6 ATINe+‘; t>o, 
where a,2 1 and 6,>0. 
Next, consider (38) and (18e): 
f(t) = L,, YN(f) + L2dt) + heAt) 
= L,, CNUN(l) + L,,q(t) 
+ Ll, CRC&R(t) + ml 
4(f) = L2, YN(f) + L22q(t) + L2,eR(t) 
= L2, CNUN(f) + L**q(f) 
+ L2I CR(&R(t) + &Q(t)). 
Using 6)N= [ ~1, (43) can be rewritten 







where R, = [ i;f 21. 
From (43) with (llb) and (18b) 
au,(t) -= ARuR(t) + B, I,@,,, at 
+ B,Jw Cd&R(t) + dt)) (45) 
f$)=(AR+P;BL&)E,(t) 
+ Ph BL,, C,&(t) + P; BrRGN(t), (46) 
where PR= [L,,C, L,,]. With the closed-loop state 
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we have (from (1%) and (44)-(46)) 
a$,,(4 -=2,6,(t), at 
where 
i 
AN 0 fJjR RR 
A”Q= B,W, AR B,L,, CR 
BRLII CR 
Pi BwR 0 A.+P&BL&, P;BL,,C, 
0 0 0 AQ 





A, 0 RR RR 
BR@‘,~ AR B,L,C, B,L,,CR 




0 0 0 0 
d(Q) 0 0 0 0 = 
Pt;BW, 0 P;BL,,C, 
I 
P$BL,,C, 
0 0 0 0 
and using arguments similar to those in the proof of Theorem 2, we have 
the following closed-loop stability result: 
THEOREM 3. When u,, is in D(A), the closed-loop system (1 ), (15), and 
(38) is exponentially stable in H, for sufficiently large Q; i.e., there exists Q,, 
such that for all Q >, Q, 
Il6Q(t)ll < fice-dCr~~~Q(o)~~~ t 2 0, (49) 
where ((6Q/( = (lluN((’ + ((q(12 + ((uRl12 + ((E~((~ + ((EQ((*)~‘~ and fi,a 1 is a 
constant (independent of Q) with 
d.=~,-~,llP~B(I(II~Rl12+ IJL,,CR(J2)1’2>0 (50) 
~7~ = min(c?,, bN+ , , cR) > 0. (51) 
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CONCLUSIONS 
We have shown in Theorem 3 that any linear, time-invariant, a-dimen- 
sional controller (37), which stabilizes the modal reduced-order model 
(AN, B,, C,) in (12), can be modified to the a-dimensional controller (38) 
by the addition of a Q-dimensional residual mode filter (15) and this new 
(Q + a)-dimensional controller will exponentially stabilize the DPS (1) 
with rate c?c in (50). Moreover, the controller (37) can be designed entirely 
from the modal data (AN, B,, C,), and the residual mode filter (15) can be 
designed separately (i.e., the controller gains Lii, L,,, L,,, Lzz do not affect 
the filter design and vice versa). Also, by choosing Q large enough the 
stability margin d can be made arbitrarily close to cFO = min(a,,,, cN+ i, oR) 
where these values come from (13), (16), and (42). 
This generalizes [l] and makes it more clear why the structure of the 
modified controller (38) works. Or course, the results given here for modal 
systems are a special case of those in [4]. However, we believe the use here 
of residual mode filters to counteract observation spillover provides a very 
direct technique for producing finite-dimensional controllers for DPS (1). 
In addition, it is possible from (36) and (50) to estimate the dimension Q 
of the residual mode filter needed to produce closed-loop stability. Our 
results here, as with those of [l-3], are only for DPS where the modal 
data are exactly known; nevert-heless, they suggest a systematic approach 
for developing controllers using approximate modal data. To paraphrase 
Gertrude Stein, “When the modal data is good, the closed loop stability 
will be good; when not, not.” 
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